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Remembering the Intent of 
Augmentative Communication: 

Communicative Autonomy 

• Enable an individual to 
say what they want to 
say, when they want 
to say it 

Language is learned by being immersed 
in a native language environment, where 
the child can freely interact with, and 

try out her developing skills 

Receptive Input First 
• Aided language stimulation  

(Goossens’, Crain & Elder, 
1992) 

• System for Augmenting 
Language (Romski & Sevcik, 
1992)  

• Natural Aided Language        
(Cafiero, 1998)  

Catch 22 !  

• Aided language does not naturally exist in 
the environment 
• Children cannot spontaneously learn 

something that is not there 
• Child can only  demonstrate ability to use 

what has been set up for use 
• Others can only be influenced by child’s 

use of what has been set up to use 

Two Paths to Aided Language Use: 

1. Based on the comprehension of speech. 
(Similar to second language learning) 

2. Very limited or no comprehension of spoken 
language and acquire a communication system 
without reference to speech.  
- Independent creation of a meaning system 
with AAC language forms. 
(similar to first language learning) 
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Some Children Need Years of 
Input Before Developing 

Expressive Language 

Especially if they are Not 
Processing Spoken Language 

Significant Sensory-Motor Challenges 

• Difficulty learning clear consistent 
movements for communication 

• Difficulty processing sensory input 

• Difficulty performing movements to 
participate in assessments 

• May take years to be clear to 
everybody 

Creating an  
Aided Language 

Learning Environment 

Emergent Expressive Language 

• Emerges from child’s intent 

• Child’s agenda 
• Early attempts are responded to as 

meaningful and shaped over time within 
meaningful contexts 

Beginning Communicators talk 
on their own topic first 

• Requiring too much ‘correctness’ 
early in the language learning 
process, can derail the 
developmental process, by 
undermining the child’s confidence as 
a learner 
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Many communication turns are  
non-obligatory 

Education is becoming more and 
more focused on measurable 

outcomes 

• This is a positive direction: 

• Holding teachers and therapists more 
accountable 

• Drive to focus on learning instead of 
just care 

• Looking at curriculum and literacy 

• Increasing Expectations 

Problems with Learning Language 
in Educational Settings 

• Mismatch between need for data and the 
needs of the child 

• Typical classroom interaction patterns are 
set up for children who already have 
language skills 

• Mostly one way - teacher instructing, 
kids responding 

• Not suited to following the child’s lead 

When answering questions 
becomes the focus of language 

instruction and testing: 

• Then the natural process of language 
learning through interaction is disrupted 

• The child then begins to assume a more 
passive role and put her efforts into 
‘pleasing’ the adult, instead of expressing 
her own ideas   

Problem: 

• How do you measure progress 
during the initial receptive language 
learning? 

• How do you measure beginning 
expression in natural contexts? 

In Research and Clinical 
Practice: Pragmatic Use of 

Communication is Measured by 
it’s Appropriateness,  

Not by Quantity 

Appropriateness is dependent on the 
interaction with communication 
partners in specific contexts 
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During snack, (Name) will request a 
drink 4 out of 5 times -  

Problems: 

•  Does (Name) want a drink?   

• How do you know if he is requesting a drink 4 out 
of 5 times that he wants a drink?  

• What determines 5 times? 

• What does he learn about communication if he has 
to ask for drink when he doesn’t want one?   

• What if he wants to say “I want to go play now”?  

During math activities (Name) will respond to 
the question: How many? when presented 

with a group of 1 -10 items 
Problems: 

• If the child answers with an 
incorrect number, then the 
child has met the 
communication component of 
this goal: respond to the 
question how many, but has not 
met the criteria on the content 
of this goal – understanding 
quantities 

More Problems: 

• It is very easy to 
inadvertently mix content 
and communication in the 
same goal 

• This makes it difficult to 
know what the child is 
achieving - a correct answer 
- or an appropriate form of 
communication    

Being too narrow in writing the 
measurable outcome of a goal that 
states what a child must say and 
how often he must say it, can 
actually lead to inappropriate 

instruction and decreased 
opportunities for learning 

We Need to Ensure that Communication 
Goals and Objectives: 

• Incorporate flexibility for  
the child to say what 
they want to say when 
they want to say it 

• Do not require the child 
will have to communicate 
what someone else wants 
her to “say”  

We Need to Ensure that Communication 
Goals and Objectives: 

• Increase Appropriateness 
of language use, not just 
quantity  
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• Reflect increasing the ability of the 
child to use a broad range of 
communicative functions to express 
real ideas in real situations through 
multiple modalities.  

We Need to Ensure that Communication 
Goals and Objectives: 

• For early communicators: Write goals that will 
show an increase in the number of 
communicative functions expressed and used 
appropriately by the child in natural contexts: 

•  request objects 
•  request/direct actions 
•  request assistance 
•  request recurrence 
•  request cessation 
•  ask questions 
•  express opinions 
•  protest 
•  complain, etc. 

*Note:  Goal can not 
specify which 
communicative 
functions – All will be 
modeled and child 
will decide which 
functions to use	


• As the child’s ability to express ideas 
increases then writing goals to focus on 
more specific operational, pragmatic, 
semantic, syntactic or strategic skills 
might be appropriate. 

Measuring Progress 

• Testing situations present an 
artificial context 

• Progress for communication 
development is more appropriately 
observed in natural contexts  

Goals must be measurable, 
but do not have to be 

measured in a testing format 

Language Sample Forms 
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Language Sample 

Code: Speech = Plain text 
Interpretations / gestures = Enclosed in parenthesis 
Aided Language (PODD) = Underlined.  Add: [sgd] if speech generating device is used 
Sign Language = Capital letters 
List or array of choices and concrete items according to a context = Italics or Cursive  
Phrase or word represented by one symbol or one activation in aided systems = / / 

188	


Language Sample Forms 

Language Sample Forms 
• Collection of language within natural contexts 

• Can be scored or evaluated in many different 
ways 

• level of initiation vs. responding 
• Variety and type of communicative 

functions 

• length and complexity of utterance 

• Conversational turn taking and pragmatic 
skills 

May Need to Sample Over 
Longer Period of Time for 

Emergent Aided 
Language Communicators 
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Language Sample Forms Another Language Sample 

Sample Goals  

(Name) will show increasing interest 
and attention to someone using a 
comprehensive aided communication 
system (such as a PODD) to talk to 
him/her in natural contexts 
throughout the day.   

Receptive Input: • (define “attention” specifically for 
this child) 

• Minimum of (10) times during the 
school day in a variety of 
contexts. 

• looking towards the communication 
symbols or the communication partner 

• calming during this process 
• looking away to the side but with a 
stillness as if listening 

• responding the partner’s message 
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• Given models in all environments across 
the day the child will show increased 
attention to the interaction  

• Increased attention to Modeling of 
Communication System for a variety of 
communicative functions in 

• 2 contexts  
• 4 contexts 
• 6 contexts 

Attended / Modeled  

* Chart all contexts across the  
day in the chart	


Possible Benchmarks  
(based on the child) 

• Increased attention to Direct Modeling 
• Increased attention to Partial Modeling  
• Increased attention to Full Scan Model 

• Increased attention based on the number of 
symbols modeled in sequence: 

• 1, 3, 5, etc.  
• Decrease in level or numbers of cues needed 

to facilitate attention (see chart) for 
increasing length of utterance modeled  

Possible Benchmarks  
(based on the child) 

Caution: Some supports may continue to be needed and 	

do not need to be eliminated to show progress	


Level of Facilitation Used to 
Gain Attention 

Within natural contexts throughout the day, 
(Name) will initiate use of their communication 
system by one of the following methods: 
(define specifically for this child) and attempt to 
communicate something. Measured by increasing 
in frequency over baseline. 

Initiating and Babbling: 
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2.  Within natural contexts throughout the 
day, (Name) will initiate use of their 
communication system by one of the 
following methods: (define specifically for 
this child) and attempt to communicate 
something via  ___ (define access strategy 
such as partner-assisted scanning). 
Measured by increasing in frequency over 
baseline. 

191	


(Name) will intelligibly initiate communication 
with an expanded range of communication 
partners  (measurement of baseline vs. 
current) 

Initiating with wider range of partners: 

(Name) will use language (sign, pictures, spoken 
words) to request objects, actions, assistance, 
recurrence (more) and cessation (stop, finish), 
ask questions, express opinions, protest and 
complain. 

•  3 functions 

•  5 functions 

•  7 functions 

Increase range of communicative 
functions: 

Within natural contexts throughout the day, 
(Name) will use an increasing number of 
communicative functions or intents expressively 
with his/her communication system using ____ 
access strategy. 

Examples of communicative functions and intents: 
 Request objects 
 Request action 
 Request activity 
 Request a turn 
 Reject, protest, complain  
 Respond/acknowledge  
 Inform (draw attention to something)  

Increase range of communicative 
functions (alternative access): 
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4.  When (Name’s)  behavior implies an 
interest in communicating (by looking toward 
the communication book, calling out, or 
showing a change in affect) within the 
context of teachable moments,   (Name) will 
express an increasing range of 
communicative functions such as requests, 
comment, and directing actions using 
partner-assisted scanning with 
communication book and yes/no responses, 
after she is asked:  Do you have something 
to say? 

Examples of communicative functions and intents: 
 Request objects 
 Request action 

192	


Note a number of functions and frequency may be 
specified. For example: the child will use the PODD 

communication book to express 3 types of communicative 
intents/functions from the list the below:  

•  Examples of communicative functions and intents: 
•   Request objects 
•   Request action 
•   Request activity 
•   Request a turn 
•   Reject, protest, complain  
•   Respond/acknowledge  
•  Inform (draw attention to something)  
•   Clarify or specify - for example in the case of something is wrong 
•   Comment on action/object  
•   Express an opinion 
•   Ask a question 
•   Answer 

193	


Within natural contexts throughout 
the day, (Name) will use an increasing 
amount of vocabulary (items in the 
communication system, sign, speech, 
etc) to express intents. 

Use Language Sample Forms 
and/or 

Increase variety of vocabulary used: 

Within natural contexts throughout 
the day, (Name) will increase length 
of utterances, by expanding upon 
what he/she has expressed using the 
“more to say” function in the child’s 
communication book.  

Use Language Sample Forms 

Increase Length of Utterance:  
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Social Communication Goal 

(Name) will participate in the creation of a co-
planned sequenced social script to be recorded 
into a step by step communicator - when 
presented with choices – either paired with 
touching her two shoulders by a partner for 
her to lean towards, or when presented with a 
list of 3 or more choices at a time indicating 
‘no’ and/or ‘yes’ (as defined specifically for this 
child.)  Choices will be offered in a logical 
conversational order. 

(Name) will participate in creating a social 
script and then independently activate a 
recorded sequenced device in a conversational 
turn taking manner - with a number of 
different partners.  A minimum of three times 
a day with increasing engagement over time. 

Social Communication: 

• Note: No selection will be 
interpreted as none of those, and 
additional options will be offered. 

Social Communication: 

• Define method of selecting, and 
what is considered to be active 
engagement for this child. 


